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Abstract—This work proposes a co-scheduling technique for
co-located parallel applications on Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) multi-socket multi-core platforms. The technique
allocates core resources for running parallel applications such
that both the utilization of the memory controllers and the CPU
cores are maximized. Utilization is predicted using an online
performance prediction model based on queuing systems. At
runtime, the core allocation is periodically re-evaluated and
cores are re-assigned to executing applications. Experimental
results show that the proposed co-scheduling technique is able
to execute co-located parallel applications in significantly less
total execution time than the default Linux scheduler and a
conventional scalability-based scheduler.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern NUMA systems comprise dozens of CPU cores
and several memory nodes in order to provide sufficient
computational power and memory bandwidth. However, as
applications tend to be either compute- or memory-bound,
only few applications can fully utilize the available CPU and
memory resources of large-scale NUMA platforms [6].
A conventional approach for runtime core allocation is to
estimate the performance scalability of parallel applications
and give more cores to scalable applications in order to
utilize CPU resources well [4]. This approach is simple to
apply, but often fails to minimize total turnaround time when
scalable compute-bound and unscalable memory-bound applications are executed simultaneously. Through proper coscheduling of concurrently executing parallel applications, it
is possible to reduce the total execution time of co-located
applications that exhibit different performance characteristics and resource requirements.
In this work, we propose a utilization-based runtime coscheduling technique for NUMA systems. Our technique is
fully automatic, and requires no offline information about
the applications. The aim is to allocate the proper amount
of cores for applications and, at the same time, improve
utilization of the memory system. We determine the degree
of parallelism (DoP) (i.e., the number of allocated cores) of
running parallel programs that maximizes the total utilization
of every memory controller and CPU core in a NUMA
multi-core platform. This core allocation policy differs from
other scalability-based approaches [4] that consider only
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CPU utilization. The utilization prediction is based on an
online performance model [3] employing queuing theory to
estimate the memory response time. The prediction technique only requires querying of the performance counters
in the last-level caches (LLC) and NUMA interconnection
networks and are easily obtained on modern AMD/Intel
NUMA systems. Once the DoP has been determined for
all co-located applications, LLC performance counters are
monitored and core resources periodically re-allocated if an
over- or underuse of an LLC is detected.
We leverage dynamic work scheduling in the parallel
application runtimes to dynamically adapt the number of
assigned cores to the applications. Intercepting calls to the
parallel runtime (in this work, we consider the parallel
for construct of the GNU OpenMP runtime) allows us to
dynamically co-schedule pre-compiled applications without
any source code modifications.
II. C O - SCHEDULING T ECHNIQUE
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed co-scheduling framework. A system comprises a number of memory and CPU
nodes. A CPU node contains a number of cores located
behind an LLC. Applications can be executed at any time
without providing any information about the workload performance characteristics or its expected execution time.
Scheduling is performed periodically in epochs. In each
epoch, the framework collects the number of requests to
the memory controllers and the number of LLC accesses
and misses of each application. Based on this information,
core allocation is performed. At each scheduling epoch, the
co-scheduler performs one of the following three different
core allocation schemes, clean-profiling allocation, greedy
DoP allocation, and adaptive allocation (Figure 2). First,
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Figure 3.
NTT of two co-located applications. EP and FT are from
NPB [5], Blackscholes(BT) and Kmeans(KM) are from Parsec [1] benchmark suite, and Streamcluster(SC) is obtained from Rodinia [2].

whenever a parallel section is executed for the first time, the
co-scheduler selects the clean-profiling allocation in which
the new parallel section monopolizes all core resources for
the next epoch. This allows us to collect stable memory
access pattern because all cores behind an LLC execute the
same program code.
After the first clean-profiling allocation, we perform
greedy DoP allocation. Here, the proper DoP for running
parallel programs is determined by a greedy algorithm. In
this allocation, CPU nodes are allocated one by one to
running applications. For each allocation, we predict the
utilization metric for each possible allocation scenario (i.e.,
for each application in the system) by using the performance
model in [3], then allocate the CPU node to the application
that is expected to maximize system utilization.
Once the DoP allocation has completed, adaptive allocation is performed. In this state, we relax the restriction
of CPU node level allocation and allow individual core reallocations. We select the two CPU nodes that exhibit the
highest (busy node) and lowest LLC accesses (free node)
during the last epoch. We repeat this until all pairs are
constructed among all CPU nodes in the NUMA system. If
the ratio of LLC accesses between the CPU nodes in each
pair is over a certain threshold, we select the application
that has the highest LLC miss rate in the busy node and
the application with the lowest LLC access rate from the
free node, then exchange a number of cores of the two
applications in order to distribute contention and to increase
utilization of the LLCs. This adaptive allocation is repeated
every epoch until a parallel section begins or ends.
III. E VALUATION
A prototype of the proposed co-scheduling technique for
Linux-based NUMA systems is evaluated on a 64-core (8node) AMD Opteron 6380 platform with 8 memory nodes.
The default scheduling epoch is set to 50ms, clean-profiling
is performed for 150ms.
The proposed scheme, labeled max CPU-MEM, is compared against the default Linux scheduler, default, and a
scalability-based scheduler where its core allocation policy is maximizing CPU utilization [4], called max CPU.
Figure 3 shows the performance of the three different coscheduling schemes. We consider the total turnaround time
of all co-located applications (the makespan). We evaluate
each scheduler using the normalized turnaround time (NTT)

with regard to the total turnaround time in batch execution.
Experimental results show that our co-scheduling technique
is able to execute co-located OpenMP applications using a
dynamic loop scheduler in less NTT than the default Linux
scheduler and scalability-based scheduling by more than
20% percent on average for a wide number of benchmarks.
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